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          Parcularly when working with large social media 
datasets, quantave and mixed-methods 
approaches that draw especially on visual 
representaons of ‘big data’ are now an indispensable 
part of the scholarly research and publicaon process. 
This data analycs and visualisaon workshop will 
focus on a number of emerging standard tools and 
methodsmethods for large-scale data analycs, using Twier 
data to illustrate these approaches. The workshop will 
introduce you to the open-source plaorm TCAT as a 
capable and reliable tool for data gathering from the 
Twier API, and to the high-end data analycs 
soware Tableau as a powerful means of processing 
and visualising large datasets.

          Parcipants will connue learning how to use SNA 
to analyze online communicaon networks. This part 
will also focus on how to use R package called statnet 
to perform hypothesis tesng using Exponenal 
Random Graph Modelling (ERGM). In parcular, 
parcipants will learn how to use ERMG to test 
whether there is a tendency of online parcipants to 
connectconnect to other users based on a common 
characterisc such as gender or their locaon.

          Twier research to date has focused mainly on the 
study of isolated events, as described for example by 
specific hashtags or keywords relang to elecons, natural 
disasters, public events, and other moments of heightened 
acvity in the network. This limited focus is determined in 
part by the limitaons placed on large-scale access to 
Twier data by Twier, Inc. itself. This research presents the 
firstfirst ever comprehensive study of a naonal Twiersphere 
as an enty in its own right. It examines the structure of the 
follower network amongst some 2.8 million Australian 
Twier accounts and the dynamics of their day-to-day 
acvies, and explores the Australian Twiersphere’s 
engagement with specific recent events.

          As social creatures, our online lives just like our offline lives 
are intertwined with others within a wide variety of social 
networks. Each retweet on Twier, comment on a blog or link 
to a Youtube video explicitly or implicitly connects one online 
parcipant to another and contributes to the formaon of 
various informaon and social networks. Once discovered, 
these networks can provide researchers with an effecve 
mechanismmechanism for idenfying and studying collaborave 
processes within any online community. However, collecng 
informaon about online networks using tradional methods 
such as surveys can be very me consuming and expensive. 
This workshop will explore automated ways to discover and 
analyze communicaon networks from social media data. 
         Parcipants will learn how to use Netlyc (hp://netlyc.org), 
a cloud-based text and social networks analyzer to collect, 
analyze and visualize publicly available online conversaons 
from social media websites such as Facebook, Twier and 
Instagram. Day 1 will also cover how to export 
communicaon networks discovered by Netlyc in order to 
conduct Social Network Analysis (SNA) and create videos 
showingshowing changes in networks over me using igraph, a 
popular SNA package in R.

     Dr Axel Bruns is an Australian Research Council Future 
Fellow and Professor in the Digital Media Research 
Centre at Queensland University of Technology in 
Brisbane, Australia. He is the author of Blogs, Wikipedia, 
Second Life and Beyond: From Producon to Produsage 
(2008) and Gatewatching: Collaborave Online News 
Producon (2005), and a co-editor of Twier and Society 
(2014),(2014), A Companion to New Media Dynamics (2012) 
and Uses of Blogs (2006). His current work focuses on 
the study of user parcipaon in social media spaces 
such as Twier, and its implicaons for our 
understanding of the contemporary public sphere, 
drawing especially on innovave new methods for 
analysing 'big social data'. His research blog is at 
hp://snurb.info/,hp://snurb.info/, and he tweets at @snurb_dot_info. 
See hp://mappingonlinepublics.net/ for more details 
on his research into social media.
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